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 The present study is an attempt to determine effectiveness of acceptance and 

commitment therapy (ACT) on attenuation of depression among Multiple Sclerosis 

(MS) patients. Pretest/posttest and control group were used as the study design. To this 
end, 30 individuals were selected through convenience random sampling from the 

referrals to Imam Hussein Hospital and Iran MS Society. Then the participants were 

grouped in control and experiment groups (n = 15). The participants in the both groups 
were asked to fill out The BeckDepression Inventory (BDI-II). Afterward, the 

participants in the experiment group received 8-sesssion ACTworkshops; while the 

control group received no intervention. After the intervention, the participants of the 
both groups were asked to fill out the BDI-II. For data analysis, ANKOVA test was 

used. The results showed effectiveness of ACT on reducing depression symptoms of 

MS patients.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Depression disorder and many other symptoms of mood disorders are of the most common psychological 

diseases. The rate of the disease is 15% throughout the life and reaches to 25% among women. Rate of 

depression among the patients referred to general practitioners is 10% and 15% among hospitalized patients 

[74].  

One of the negative consequences of man’s life style in the third millennium is the less attention paid to 

relationship between body and psyche, which has led to, as the paramount consequence, psychosomatic 

illnesses. These diseases have long been a problem to human and there is no definite cure for them. 

Psychosomatic illnesses refer to physical diseases, which have mental factors as their cause or the thing that 

intensifies the problem. Still, this does not mean that only mental factors are to blame for the physical problem, 

as they rather function as catalyzer.  

MS is a chronic degenerative disease of the central nervous system. It is estimated that more than 2.5 

million in the world are suffering from MS and 400,000 of them are in the USA. 

MS appears in early maturity age and it is more common among women. Although, the disease in rare cases 

is lethal, it causes several disabling and physical difficulties. The course of the disease is abnormal and not 

predictable. The causes of MS are barely known and there is no known cure for it.  

MS cause several mental and physical difficulties and the patients have to sustain unpredictable problems, 

hard treatment regimes, side effects of the medicines, and high levels of physical disabilities. In addition, the 

mental difficulties are not negligible, including problems in realizing life goals, having a good job, income, 

communication, and carrying out leisure time and daily life activities. Mental problems caused by MS, 

comparing with normal population and other chronic diseases, are more rampant. Literature review showed 

epidemic of depression and disabilities, increase of anxiety, attenuation of subjective well-being, life quality and 

social relations and role.  
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Characteristics of the disease such as nervous disability, intensity of symptoms, improvement and course of 

the disease all influence mental compatibility level of MS patients. It is notable that these factors are closely 

related to how the patient copes with the disease and in most of the cases the only predicting elements we have. 

MS is one of the most common chronic disease of central nervous system, which is featured with demyelination 

of neurons so that the white pieces generated by demyelination gradually cover the white mass and influence 

motor and sensatory performance.  

MS affects people during their generative stage of life when they are more concerned about their family 

role and responsibilities. The disease tackles independence and abilities to take part in family and social 

activities and create self-distrust in physical capability of oneself.  

Cardarelli [9] wrote about the psychological variables as critical and risky factors in some of the diseases 

that threaten mental health of human – which directly influence physical health- should the patient be deprived 

from social support. In the case of MS, avoiding stressful situation and effectively coping with the stresses 

influence intensity of the symptoms. Around 80% of the patients suffer from different level of disabilities and 

only 1 out of 5 experiences stability of their condition – i.e. their disabilities do not grow.  

As suggested by studies, MS patients suffer higher levels of mental disorders or other relevant symptoms 

such as depression, stress, and anxiety. These effects are direct results of inflation and demyelination of neurons 

or mental and unpredictable effects of the chronic disease. Mental expressions of the disease include anxiety, 

stress, depression, cognitive disorders, irritability, and anger; among them depression, anxiety, and stress are the 

most common symptoms [64,30,20].  

Longenmayer and Scholttes, Ackerman et al. (2002), Gabb et al. (2003, Karunakaran (2004), and Moher et 

al. (2005) showed that many psychological factors such as mental conflicts rooted in worries about the disease, 

death, future and social factors such as losing job or covering the costs of medications all are of stressful factors 

among MS patients [65].  

For years, behavior-cognitive treatment of the first generationwas the main psychotherapy method to 

improve and reduce the symptoms of psychological disorders. However, results of the recent studies have 

indicated return of the problems during the follow up course and dissatisfaction of the patients with the results.  

Acceptance and commitment therapists believe that psychological inflexibility, which is the cause of many 

physical and mental diseases, is rooted in experimental avoidance, cognitive defusion, unclear values, lack of 

mindfulness, and so on. The ACT is a cognitive-linguistic approach based on the relational and contextualism 

framework theory, which is one of the third generation cognitive-behavior treatments. The treatment is 

considered as an experimental method, which employs experimental exercises and several metaphors to convert 

problematic treatment concepts into non-problematic concepts and psychological inflexibility into psychological 

flexibility. Several studies have reported about effectiveness of ACT on psychological symptoms and also 

variety of physical diseases such as cancer, diabetes, and so on [66,67,58].  

Taking into account that Iranian population is young, the rate of MS is high in the population, and weight of 

psychological factors in the course of the disease is undeniable, there is a clear need to conduct psychological 

interventions including new treatments with high potentials. Many studies have emphasized ineffectiveness of 

cognitive-behavior therapy during follow up course and reemerge of the disorders. Given the necessity of 

brining in new treatment, the present study is an attempt to answer “whether ACT is effective in reducing the 

depression symptoms of MS patients?” 

 

Research question: 

Is ACT effective in reducing depression symptoms of MS patients?  

 

Methodology: 

The study design was quasi-experimental pretest and posttest with control group. Study population was 

comprised of all MS patients aged 20-45 who referred to Imam Hussein Hospital and Iran MS Society in 2013-

2014. A sample group of 30 patients was selected through convenience sampling. The sample size was obtained 

from Cohen’s formula with effect size of 0.5 and test power of 0.75 for the both groups of 15 participants 

(Sarmad, Bazargan, Hejazi, 2012). Out of the MS patients referred to the mentioned health facilities, 30 patients, 

at 3-5 stages of the disease course, were selected. The participants were randomly distributed in control and 

experiment groups (n = 15). The participants in the both groups were asked to fill out the BDI-II and then those 

in the experiment group attended ACT workshops (8 sessions of 45-60mins), while those in the control group 

received no intervention. Afterward the participants in the study filled out BDI-II. A brief report of the ACT 

workshops is listed below.  
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Table 1: ACT workshops (Zatel, 2008) 

goals session 

introduction 
discussing confidentiality issues 

securing informed consent of the participant for the rest of the intervention 

general assessment 
assessing expectations of the referrals 

introduction to the concept of creative disappointment 

1 

examining the effect of the first session  on personal life 

2 continuing discussion about creative disappointment 

checking the homework of the last session and discussing about creative disappointment 

examining the effect of the previous session on personal life 

3 

checking the homework of the last session 

introducing control as a problem not a solution 

introduction to the concept of acceptance- tendency 

assigning homework 

examining personal experiences of the patients after the last session 

4 
checking homework and behavioral commitment 

introduction to the concept of ego as a background 

assigning homework 

examining personal experiences of the patients after the last session 

5 
checking the homework of the last session 

introduction to cognitive defusion 

assigning homework 

examining the effect of the previous session on personal life 

6&7 

checking the homework of the last session 

introduction to the concept of values 

clarifying values in different fields of life 

assigning homework 

examining the effect of the previous session on personal life 

8 
reviewing the course 

reviewing home practices 

discussion behavioral commitment 

 

To measure depression, BDI-II with 21 statements was used. Psychometry studies on this inventory have 

shown high validity and reliability. In general, the inventory is good replacement for its first edition. Beck Steer 

and Garbin obtained internal validity of the inventory between 0.73 and 0.92 (mean = 0.86), and α for the 

patient and healthy groups were 0.86 and 0.81 respectively. Pourshahbaz (1993, cited from Taraphijah, 2006) 

examined the BDI-II on a sample group of 116 individuals. Correlation of the scores and total score of the test 

was between 0.23 and 0.68, while internal consistency was 0.85 and reliability was obtained (through splitting 

and Brown – Spearman correction formula) 0.81. Cronbach’s alpha was used to check reliability of the posttest 

of DBI-II (α=0.76). In addition, reliability of the assessors pertinent to ACT protocol was equal with 0.78. 

 

Findings: 

Hypothesis: ACT is effective in reducing symptoms of depression among MS patients. 

The hypothesis was tested by ANCOVA test and the results are listed in Table 2.  

 
Table 2: descriptive statistics in pretest and posttest 

groups variables n mean SD 

experiment 
depression-pretest 15 33/25  12/2 

depression-posttest 15 20/13  11/2 

control 
depression-pretest 15 53/26  03/2 

depression-posttest 15 80/22  12/3 

 

As indicated in the Table above, pretest/posttestdepression values of the experiment group are 25.33 and 

13.20 respectively. Regarding the control group, depression pretest/posttest values are 26.53 and 22.80 

respectively. 

 
Table 3: Covariance analysis of the effectiveness of ACT on depression among MS patients 

cause of error sum squares DF mean squares F sig. 

total score of depression (pretest) 249/14 1 249/14 092/2 160/0 

effect of CT 248/581 1 248/581 058/85 001/0 

residual error 506/184 27 834/6   

total 69.995 29    
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As listed in Table 3, by controlling BDI-II depression score, the main effect of ACT on depression score is 

significant (F1, 27=85/058). That is, difference between posttest results of the control and experiment groups 

were significant (sig=0.05). Comparison of the mean values shows that mean of posttest depression of the 

experiment group was less that control group.  

 

Discussion and conclusion: 

Effectiveness of ACT on reducing depression symptoms of MS patients living in Tehran city was 

examined. Study population of the study was comprised of female and male MS patients between 20-35 years 

old who referred to Imam Hussein Hospital and Iran MS Society in 2013-14. Using convenience sampling, 30 

participant were selected and randomly grouped in control and experiment groups (n = 15). BDI-II was used at 

first to measure pretest depression and then the experiment group members were asked to take part in ACT 

workshop (8 sessions). After the intervention, the participants were asked to fill out BDI-II to obtain posttest 

depression. ANCOVA was used to test the hypothesis of the study “ACT is effective in reducing depression 

symptoms among MS patients.” The results showed a significant difference between the control and experiment 

groups after the intervention. In addition, ETA was obtained 75.9%. The results are consistent with Forsit, 

Hicking, Bianch; Motto; Goadiano et al.; Mojtabaei and Asghari (under publication); and Khajehpour et al. 

(under publication). Several studies have examined the effect of ACT on wide range of mental disorders and 

problems and many have confirmed effectiveness of the treatment, including Zetel and Heiz (1986), Leiri and 

Beich (1990), Zetel and rain (1999), Band and Bans (2000), Lopes (2000), Blak (2002), Zetel (2003), Gaodiano 

(2004), Branster, Wilson, Hildenbernt and Mirnch (2004) Hiez, Beist et al. (2004), Barpi and Langer (2005), 

Heblo (2006), Heiz and Masoda (2006), Tiohieg (2007), Karson, Geil and batokerm (2007), Leonardo, Lormson 

and Folt (2008), baroch, Kanter, Bosich (2009), etc.. ACT is a treatment approach that employs acceptance, 

mindfulness, commitment, and behavior change processes to create psychological flexibility. The main structure 

of ACT is psychological flexibility, which refers to capability to carry out effectiveaction consistent with 

personal values even if there are problems and hardships in doing it. Results of studies have indicated 

importance of psychological acceptance especially on psychological performances. Patients that reported higher 

tendency to experience negative psychological experiences, emotional experiences, and bad memories had 

better social, physical, and emotional performance [85]. Heiz also argued that rather than removing the 

problematic factors, ACT helps the patients to accept their regulatory emotions, get rid of the control of 

linguistic rules – the causes of their problems, and stop struggling with such rules. Basically, ACT is a process-

oriented treatment and clearly puts emphasis on flexible and compatible improvement of acceptance of 

psychological experiences and commitment to increase valuable activities regardless of the content of the 

experiences. These are the characteristics, which cannot be found in the majority of psychological treatment 

including cognitive behavior therapy. Moreover, the purpose of the treatment techniques prescribed by ACT is 

not to improve effective and rational thinking or foster emotions, but rather to reduce avoidance of 

psychological experiences and improve awareness of them; in particular, the emphasis is on mindful relationship 

with the moment by following a struggle-free and non-assessment approach.   

By elaborating on the results, one may conclude that, it might be the case that medical and drug intervention 

and even other psychological intervention could lead to attenuation of physical difficulties and other symptoms, 

but the point is that effectiveness ACT was also confirmed. In general, and given the theoretical aspects of ACT, 

one may say ACT replaces clinical problems (e.g. mood disorders, anxiety, and physical problems) by 

psychological flexibility. In addition, considering process-based nature of the treatment, the patient feels the 

changes (e.g. lessened experimental avoidance and cognitive defusionwith thoughts and beliefs pertinent to the 

problems) throughout the treatment.  

 

Recommendations: 

Future study might find it interesting to focus on follow-up course and assess stability of the results. In 

addition, using experimental method instead of quasi-experimental method is also recommended. It will be 

fruitful to find a way to determine the most effective steps in the treatment course in reducing symptoms of 

depression. Taking into account novelty of ACT and that many studies in other countries, like the present one, 

have confirmed its effectiveness, using ACT to treat other issues such as mood disorders, anxiety disorders, 

anger, drug abuse in different age groups is recommended.  
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